
“I tried other 
services and it 

wasn't fun trying 
to do so much 

manually.”

From Lunchtime to All the Time: How North Hollywood 
High School Launched Its Online Store with OSP by Edlio

As the Los Angeles Unified School District transitioned to remote learning, Edith Chavez, senior 

financial manager at North Hollywood High School, aimed to keep the school store open. By 

adopting OSP by Edlio, North Hollywood High School was able to effortlessly transition to an 

online store where families can continue paying for AP exams, fundraisers, and other school 

activities from their own homes. 

“The problem was not that we were not operating, but that we were unable to 

have anybody come in and make payments” revealed Edith, “we had to find a 

solution.”


 


North Hollywood High School’s transition to remote learning due to COVID-19 

made it difficult to keep the payments for fundraisers, exams, and other 

activities flowing in. They had to scramble to shift the physical school store to 

something that was more widely available. 




While in search of a solution, Edith found that most services had many manual components. This made 

managing transactions laborious and overly complex; making the transition difficult. “I tried other services and 

it wasn't fun trying to do so much manually,” explains Edith.

The Challenge

Edith first encountered OSP by Edlio in her short time at another school, where she saw how easy it made 

day-to-day operations. She praised the system’s automation because she found that other services 

complicated the user experience on both ends.



“I was so happy because OSP is user-friendly. You can customize it to be any way you want and anything you 

need: you can do it,” Edith commented when describing why she chose OSP.



Simplifying transactions was also a point that Edith found she needed to focus on to ease the transition 

online. When attesting to her experience, she said, “with your payments, you don't have to be going to the 

system and making direct transactions...It does it for you, I love that about OSP.”  



Edith sought customization, availability, and simple payment processing. With OSP by Edlio’s easy-to-use 

format, Edith was able to tailor it to her school.

The Solution
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The Result



The transition to an online store allowed North Hollywood High School to accept payments at any time, 

whereas the physical store was only open during school hours. Payments processed online also greatly 

decreased any fears for safety by eliminating long lines and the need to be on campus. 



Not only did Edith find that incoming payments surged, but she also discovered that the workload for North 

Hollywood staff did not increase. Staff was relieved of having to learn a brand new system as OSP was 

designed to be similar to their physical stores payment system.



“We are so happy, we were looking at a quick glance of the amount that has come in and I was thinking 

‘wow how would I have accepted all those payments’,” Edith illustrated,“I would have had to have really long 

lines to be able to accept all the payments, but with it being online, it’s available 24/7 at any moment that 

payments are dropping in.”


Final Thoughts



Edith mentioned OSP by Edlio to others during a Los Angeles 

Unified School District financial management group meeting 

where she praised OSP as a viable payment option for schools.



To further elaborate, Edith commended, “Someone was asking 

how we were collecting fees, what we are using. I answered that 

I’m using OSP by Edlio, and from what I have seen, it is the best 

option. You can customize exactly what you want, the 

bookkeeping: everything.”



“From what I have 
seen, it is the best 

option. You can 
customize exactly 

what you want, the 
bookkeeping: 
everything.”

OSP by Edlio is a digital accounting solution designed to 

help K-12 schools manage their school activity and 

associated student body funds  - no matter how parents 

choose to pay or who collects the money.
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Simplify online school payments 
with OSP by Edlio


